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Beck's Game
Series 1 : Part 3

Greenford

THE PALACE

After the King had finished speaking there was a strange silence. This was not what should
have happened and Rhys found his mind racing through the implications.
 He was a committed and confirmed Player now, this was good.
 He would get paid in two days, he didn't know how much but it seemed this one payment in
itself would be enough to cover his debts and initiate a much better standard of living. He
really needed that money.
 The station he held was not Seven Sisters, this was not too much of a problem; he didn't know
that station too well; he'd only passed through it when he lived in Tottenham.
 He was not a Victorian. In itself the tribes in general didn't mean too much to him, but Alex
was not going to be his tribe mate. They could still be friends surely? The rivalry couldn't be
that bad, could it? Or maybe as it was some mistake somewhere when the actual Seven Sisters
fob was found he could transfer. Alex had been the only person who had been kind to him
since he arrived in this city.  It  had only been a week or so but he didn't want to not be a
Victorian.
 The facts so far were inconvenient, but he was sure it could all be dealt with. However his
station was on the Central Line. He'd never been to Greenford, knew nothing of it, but he'd be
warned enough of how dangerous the Centrals could be, the runaway train last week was
proof of that, and these were now his team mates, for the short term at least; how would they
respond? There had to be a way out of this.
 'Are you sure?' he found himself asking the King.
 'Very sure.'
 'But it can be changed...'
 'How?' This was Alex, who until them had also been silent since the news had broken.
 'It was the token for Seven Sisters. You knew that. You were suspicious something was up. You
said so yourself. This is a trick. We can change it back...'
 'I'm afraid you can't.' The King interrupted. 'The only way to change tribes is to bid and gain a
nexus when it becomes available. Your only option is Oxford Circus and I shouldn't imagine
that will become free for years, decades even.'
 'Well I can stop. I resign. Let the token go out to someone else and I'll find the real Seven
Sisters fob.'
 'That could take a very long time and you owe me for all the money I've given you.'
 It wasn't Alex's conclusion that worried Rhys, it was what the King said next.
 'Oh you can't resign. Once you've signed up, you're in for life.'
 Rhys frowned. 'What are you on about? I can just not play. I can just walk away.'
 'No.' It was an informative rather than threatening tone in the King's response, this seemed to
be worse. 'You've signed. You are a Player. Once your in, you're in for life. There are enough
Guardians in London to make sure of that. I mean you'll be paid in two days. Do you think your
new  tribe  will  appreciate  a  member  who  doesn't  pull  their  weight?  Whilst  they  are  out
defending their  siphons and raiding others? If  you don't  play you are their  weak spot,  an
unguarded station and a lack of income from someone who will take a share of their profits, of
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their work. They won't like that.'
 'So don't pay me, you don't need to tell anyone. Just send the token back out there and I'll go.
I'll never speak of this. I'll get a job and pay you back.'
 'I keep saying. You signed, you are a Player now. Fact. And I've already told the Central Tribe.
Your new chief is on his way to meet you.' The King nodded in Alex's direction. 'He should have
told you all of this.'
 'He didn't.' Rhys turned to look at his friend.
 'It was in the rules you signed', Alex stated.
 'But I didn't really read them. I thought you'd told me it all.'
 'You signed it without reading, that's not my problem.'
 'It seems he left that important detail out. I wonder what else he neglected to say.' The King
went and sat on his “throne” leaving Rhys feeling confused and uncomfortable.
 'But it was Seven Sisters...' Rhys tried again.
 'But  it  was Greenford,'  the  King retorted.  He took a  breath.  'You know I'm not surprised
something like this has happened. When Leo left us it wasn't exactly a proper trial, just from
what I know. I mean it's a tribal issue I don't need to get involved in tribal politics, I am just
The King.' He leaned back in his chair. 'But I do know that when things are not done properly,
when corners are cut, it never ends well. Even if that outcome is years later.'
 'But we said. Something happened, the fob was missing when we went to get it from the shop,
it was too easy,' Rhys turned to face Alex. 'You said that'.
 'Give it up.' It was half said in anger and half said in frustration and the look in Alex's eyes was
not that of the friend he had known up until now. 'You're a Central. You've gone and joined
them.'
 'I didn't...'
 'You are now nothing to do with me.' Although he didn't use the word “enemy” Rhys heard
him say it regardless. 'I'm out of here.' With that he turned and marched upwards through the
rows of seating towards the exit.
 'Alex.' Rhys called, but his friend did not react. Rhys watched him pull open the large double
doors and then disappear from sight.
 'What do I do?' Rhys tried to keep the panic out of his voice. It was like, not only had all his
hopes been dashed, he had been trapped as well.  In fact,  as he processed that thought, he
realised it wasn't an analogy.

ELM PARK ENTRANCE HALL

Neil was a long way from home, the wrong side of the city. In the few years he'd been playing
he'd never come this far out.
 District Line in the suburbs, probably not the greatest prize but he wanted to get away from
the usual. He wouldn't be known out here, he didn't know how the long term Players did it.
Some had been doing it since almost the early days, well so they claimed, it was all a bit hazy
getting information about back then. Maybe their ploy was to go for newer held stations, it
wasn't hard to hear what was going on in the other tribes.  Give a Guardian enough of an
incentive and they'll spill, especially if they aren't treated that well.
 News spread quickly. This was useful in some ways but it meant he was always looking over
his shoulder. He should never have gone to Arnos Grove that morning, it was a mistake he
should have known not to make, but he'd been impatient and now there would be rumours.
 He guessed most newer Players, the moment they heard the myth of the treasure would start
looking for it. Tired Players too maybe, looking for a way out. Was he the first to suspect the
passimeter at Arnos Grove? The station had been free for a long time.
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 It was getting late. He'd not been on a raid for a few days and realised he needed to achieve
something or the Chief would be on to him. Somewhere far, somewhere probably few Players
bothered to raid. Elm Park.
 To be fair it was easy. The siphon was hidden in a small box just inside the staff toilets. The
holder probably hadn't even bothered to hire any Guardians and no staff member tried to stop
him from going in where he wasn't supposed to, he didn't even think he had been noticed.
 He paused to consider taking the Underground itself back some of the way. No one knew him
out here, he reckoned he could get as far as Barking and then the Overground to Leytonstone.
Maybe later. Out here it was all new, he could imagine he was away. Not in the city, not playing
the Game. So he left the station and, avoiding the nearby eateries, went and found somewhere
for dinner.

PIMLICO

The Victorian Chieftain closed the laptop and pushed his chair back from the desk. So much
work to do before payday. Just as he was considering going out for some food the phone rang.
He looked at the name of the caller and considered ignoring it.

ELM PARK

The cafe was unremarkable,  he ordered a chicken and mushroom pie and mug of tea.  He
should do this more often; bend the rules to suit him sometimes.
 Half way through his meal Neil's phone went. He didn't want to talk to anyone. He picked it up
from the table and read the display. Great, just what he didn't need.

SOPHIE'S HOME, COCKFOSTERS

Mum had gone to work so Sophie was alone. She'd done the dishes and so now had some free
time, although with the early shift the next day she was tempted to just go to bed. It'd been a
very strange day although at the back of her head she didn't feel satisfied, somehow going to
bed, ending the day, was drawing a line under it and she wasn't ready to do that.
 Going to her bedroom she turned her laptop on and tried to think of things to search for that
she'd  not  already  tried.  Her  thoughts  were  interrupted  when  her  phone  started  ringing.
Picking it up she realised if she answered she could be in for a late evening and she'd already
had enough drama for one day.

THE PALACE

The King was watching him as he paced up and down the Throne Room. Neither of them had
really said anything since Alex left. There had been a brief exchange when Rhys suggested he'd
just walk out too, but he was reminded of the lift and the King could call for people to be
waiting  for  him  the  top,  so  basically  he  was  held  captive  waiting  for  the  Central  Tribe's
Chieftain to come and collect him. After that the King seemed content to just let him get on
with it. So he stewed.
 Were all new Players tricked like this? Given the carrot of lots of money but not told the
danger of taking it, or at the very least that just one bite meant no way back.
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 How far would these people go to force this game on him? Then he remembered the runaway
train and realised it was a very different rabbit hole he'd fallen down.
 'I've seen this before you know.' The sudden comment from the middle aged man sitting on a
old bench irritated him.
 'What do you mean?'
 The King stood up. 'People rushing to get involved without thinking it through. Suddenly they
find out what they've done and they want out, but it's too late and they are committed.'
 'Let me guess you are the Game's voice of experience.'
 The King stuck out his bottom lip. 'I'm talking about life in general, not just in the Game; but
that happens too. You're not the first to sign up to something and then regret it.'
 'Why do you do it then? I mean you're the King, it's your game. Why are you forcing me to
play.'
 The King let out a laugh. 'Oh don't make that mistake. I'm the King yes, but first and foremost
it's your predicament, and that's between you and the tribe. I'm just here to make sure it goes
smoothly; well maybe I do have the final say...'
 'Yeah?' Rhys was surprised by his confidence and restrained anger; a moment ago he'd lost all
control of his life. Now he was arguing with a king. 'Is a runaway train, endangering the lives of
many people, that are not even involved in your stupid game, making sure it goes smoothly?'
 'Sit down.' The King gestured to the rows of seats, took one himself and indicated which one
he wanted Rhys to occupy.
 'Is this lecture time?'
 'If you like.' The sentence was ended in such a way that it was clear that nothing more would
be said until Rhys obeyed the command.
 Realising he had no choice he acquiesced.
 'Go on, what's the moral at the end of the tale. Although you do know you're not the King of
my life.'
 'Oh I think I am, but this isn't about morals, it's about making money and getting rich, actually
it goes beyond that but you're not at that level yet. It's not the money, it's the Game as they say.
You don't need to tell me your story, I can guess. Your accent; you moved to London, found it
wasn't what you expected and fell on hard times. You hear of the Game and think it's a way of
getting out of your mess. Nearly every new Player is desperate when they walk through those
doors for the first time.'
 'I thought it was some treasure hunt with clue in a fob.'
 'Token. It is, but before they sign they are told what it's about. It's different for you, you had
your ex-friend who had his own reasons for getting you to play. People like him search for
people  like  you,  fill  an  empty  station,  be  on  their  side,  support  them,  he's  probably  got
ambitions and it doesn't do any harm to have people owing him favours.  I'm guessing the
“incident” last week motivated him to find someone.'
 'I think he was lonely.'
 'We're all lonely.'
 'Is that a Game observation?'
 'The lesson in  life  you've  failed  to  learn up to  this  point  is  that  you are  responsible  for
yourself. You didn't read the documents I gave you, you had another day even if you were in a
hurry for money. But you signed up. Now you have a responsibility to your new tribe, and it
seems you don't want to take that either. Only this time you have no choice, not really.'
 Rhys had to admit there was an element of truth in what had been just said. But the hypocrisy
of it angered him further.
 'I notice you still don't answer my comment about the near crash last week.'
 'I don't have to.'
 'If you want me to take you seriously you need to.'
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 'That's not something I actually actively want.'

PHONE CALL (I)

Central Chieftain: I need you to do something for me. We have a new Player. Greenford has
been filled. I can't get down to the Palace to meet him so as you will be neighbours I need you
to collect him and do what needs to be done. Get there as soon as possible it seems there's
some kind of issue.

The call ends.

PHONE CALL (II)

Victorian Chieftain: So you messed up? Well that doesn't surprise. Just reassure me that you've
not entrusted him with information that could now be a problem.

PHONE CALL (III)

Fifi: First, Liam said it's ok for you to come. Second, if Martin calls you I need you to ignore it.
You won't believe what he's done this time...

Sophie: Wood Green is only two stops from Arnos Grove isn't it?

Fifi: Yes... you're the one that works for TFL...

Sophie: Good, I need you to do me a favour.

THE PALACE

The King had left him to it in the Throne Room. He'd tried the doors, they were locked. Now by
himself, Rhys started to have a look at the exhibits. He probably should be thinking through
this new life of his, but he was already tired of it at this point.
 Just as he was examining an old version of a map in a cabinet, with stations that had long
since been abandoned on it, the big double doors opened and the woman who had first led
him into the room now waved in a young man, about his age he guessed. As soon as he was
inside the doors closed behind him.
 The man looked around the room for a moment, saw where Rhys was, and came over to him.
 'So you're our new tribe member I gather,' he held out his hand to shake it.
 Rhys remained where he was hoping he hadn't been seen watching the man enter the room.
'It's a bit complicated.'
 'I was told.' The man turned to look at the map Rhys had been studying. 'Although I didn't get
the full story.'
 'Yeah.' Rhys paused and took his attention off the map. 'You're not what I was imagining the
Central Tribe's Chief to be like.'
 The man laughed. 'Because I'm not, he's busy at the moment. Payday is coming and there's a
lot of work.' The man too took his attention away from the map. 'I'm Neil. I gather we're going
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to be neighbours. I hold Perivale.'
 He seemed friendly,  but Alex had been too,  Rhys still  wasn't sure what to make of Alex's
response. He'd been upset, did that mean their friendship was over? Being in a different tribe
didn't seem to be a problem as far as Rhys was concerned so it would be up to Alex to decide
how they proceeded.
 'Rhys.' He needed to give some kind of response and it occurred to him that sulking wasn't
going to fix anything, his best shot was to get information. After all he was going to get some
money in the next few days, maybe the best thing was to accept whatever happened until then
and worry about it later; in reality there was little else he could do. It was now he accepted the
still extended hand of his new neighbour. 'Sorry it's all a bit overwhelming.'
 Neil laughed. 'It can be that. Look I've been doing this for a few years, anything you need to
know ask. I take it the King gave you a run through?'
 'Look  can  we  get  out  here  please?'  Rhys  looked  round  the  room  once  more,  from  the
excitement of entering he now disliked being here.
 'Sure.' Neil took a step back towards the doors. 'So we can go and see your new station, or go
and get a drink or something.' He looked at his watch. 'Although I'm going to need to get to
Perivale just before midnight, not that I've raided much today.'
 'You know what I really want? A big pot of tea.'
 Neil nodded. 'Sounds good. Look there's a cafe not far from the my station-ish. We can go
there.'
 They both headed to the doors which now opened. Back into the antechamber the lift was
waiting and they both followed the route he had taken on the way in.
 Neil  remained quiet  until  they were in the lift.  'So  do you feel  brave enough to  take the
Northern Line down to Tottenham Court Road? Or do you just want to get a taxi to the Central
Line?'
 Not thinking about rivals and travelling on other tribe's lines it was more the idea of getting
out in the open that appealed to Rhys more. 'I'd like a taxi but I've no money...'
 'Not a problem, you won't have to worry about cash soon. I'll get the taxi.'
 
It was like a weight had been lifted off his shoulders when Rhys stepped outside, it seemed a
long time since he had felt the fresh air, although it could have only been a few hours.
 Even though it was now night, the dark still defeated by artificial lights, it felt better. At that
moment Rhys felt his phone vibrate.
 Pulling it out of his pocket he discovered he had several missed calls and a voicemail.
 'Hang on a second,' he said to Neil. It might be Alex. He dialled for the message.
 'Hello this is a message for Rhys. This is the Albion Bed and Breakfast. Regarding the damage
done to your room we need to you come and collect your things tonight or we will dispose of
them. Also you need to settle your bill and pay the additional fees for repair or we'll call the
police.'
 Rhys hung up the phone feeling sick. What now? What damage? His mind raced through the
possibilities. The only conclusion he could reach was this was Alex's work. He knew he'd been
upset and refusing to pay for the B and B was in some way understandable, even though he
said he'd pay it back, harsh but in a moment of anger he could get that. But had he vandalised
the room in some way? Was he really capable of that? As it was there was no way he could pay
the bill, for either his stay let alone whatever the extra was, well at least it seemed for two
days; on top of that it now would seem he was homeless, again.
 'I  think,'  he  started  when  he  returned  to  Neil,  'it's  going  to  have  to  wait.  Something's
happened.'
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ARNOS GROVE

Fifi had no idea what Sophie had been on about. Instead she just thought it would be easier to
do as she'd been told and meet her at the station. It was only a couple of stops from where she
lived and to be honest Martin was still bothering her. Calling her mobile and the landline, he
had even threatened to come round. Being out and deliberately accidentally leaving her phone
at home meant she wouldn't have to face him. It would take longer for Sophie to get here from
where she lived, but with the fear Martin could turn up at any second she decided it was better
to wait at the actual station.
 There  were  a  few  other  people  about  in  the  big  entrance  hall,  all  busy  with  their  own
problems she guessed.
 As she waited she looked at the big round booth in the middle of the room, what had Sophie
called it? There seemed to be some sort of display, without her phone to occupy her she went
over to examine it.

ALBION BED AND BREAKFAST

Rhys and Neil looked at the room. One of the windows was cracked, badly. The toilet had been
blocked  with  one  of  his  jumpers  that  had  been  ripped  to  shreds,  and  it  had  overflowed
flooding the carpet. The mirror was in shards all over the carpet. The duvet had been sliced
open with its contents distributed around the room.
 'Hardcore,' Neil announced when he first saw it.
 The owner of the Bed and Breakfast stood behind them not saying anything.
 'I didn't do this...' Rhys pointed to the mess.
 'Apart from me you are the only one with the key so it can only have been you. Some drunken
fit maybe? Maybe you don't remember. I've had guests like you before. You look all innocent.'
 Rhys paused. It had to be Alex, he had got him the room so it was possible he'd managed to
make a  copy of  the  key at  some point.  Why would he  do that?  And when? So much had
happened that it was hard to think back to all the occasions where he might have had an
opportunity.
 Looking at the mess Rhys felt the same sinking feeling from when he'd got the eviction notice
from his landlord. How was he going to play this?
 It was Neil that saved him. 'Ok. You get your things. I'll go and settle your bill downstairs.
Come down when you're ready.'
 Rhys really didn't want to put his fate in the hands of a Player again but yet again it seemed to
be his only lifeline. There wasn't time for him to think of anything else though so he meekly
and gratefully accepted this salvation.
 The owner now left them to it, satisfied he would be paid. Neil went to follow him but stopped
and waited until he was out of earshot. 'I don't mean this in a threatening way, but I think
when we get out of here me and you had better have that tea and a good chat.'

ARNOS GROVE

Sophie hurried up the steps to the walkway, the one from which she had started her adventure
that morning, if she could call it that. Was she wise to include Fifi in this? But after what had
already happened she didn't want to be alone. The internet hadn't given her any information,
well it had given her too much information but none of it seemed to help. Those two seemed
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so sure that something had been hidden inside the passimeter, she'd promised she'd not go to
the police, she hadn't promised that she wouldn't race them to this treasure, whatever it was
or meant, if it existed. She and her mother could use the money.
 Entering the ticket hall she saw the passimeter in front of her and resisted the temptation to
make straight for it.
 It took her a moment to notice the hall was empty. Surely Fifi should have got here first? She
checked all round the entrance hall and then outside to the road. Her friend was nowhere to
be seen.
 Getting out her phone, she called. The phone rang then went to voicemail. Where was she?

A CAFE, PERIVALE

True to his word Neil had paid the debt at the Bed and Breakfast and the taxi to the Central
Line. It wasn't until they were in the cafe that he raised the subject. Rhys paused wondering
how much he should say. On the edge of his mind he was trying to square up the impression of
the Centrals that Alex had given him with the calm and friendly nature of Neil. He then tried to
work out how that fitted in with what Alex had done to him.
 It  seemed that he couldn't trust any of these people,  of which he realised he now had to
include himself;  is  this  what he would turn into? But it  also occurred to him that  he had
nothing to lose. Taking a deep breath he told Neil the whole story as best he could.
 'Wow,' was Neil's only response when he had finished.
 'Yeah,' Rhys replied.
 The cafe was empty except for the two of them and the woman behind the counter who was
busy playing a game on her phone it seemed.
 'So what are you going to do?'
 'I know it's a bit of an ask but is there somewhere I can leave my bags that is safe? I guess I'm
roughing it for a couple of days until I get paid,' he really didn't want to ask for any more
money.
 Neil put his cup down. 'I own a warehouse on an industrial estate not far from here. Don't ask.
There are heated offices with broadband and a small bathroom. You can stay there until you
get yourself sorted.'
 Rhys just nodded then realised he'd better say something. 'Thanks, that's a big help.'
 'No problem.' Neil waved the matter away. 'Well the other option is you can stay in the siphon
room at Greenford. Become like Old Joe.'
 'Who?'
 'Just one of the very long term Players in the tribe. Some get so paranoid or obsessed with the
Game that they never leave their siphon room. I mean never. They pay Guardians to bring food
and the things they need. It's rare but at Lancaster Gate Old Joe's been in his siphon room
without leaving it for years. I've never met him. He doesn't even come to meetings, the King
and the Chief are ok with it. I mean the station is never raided, he's got a bit of a reputation
across all the tribes, so it makes us a good profit; and he's been playing so long that the Chief
isn't going to hassle him for not going on any raids.'
 'That's mad'. Rhys saw a possible future flash before him. 'How does he...?'
 Neil stopped him. 'We don't ask, we guess he pays one of his Guardians a lot of money.'
 'Oh.'
 'It's getting late. I need to bank my day's takings.' Neil put down his cup. 'Come with me. I'll
give  you  a  hand  with  your  things,  then  we'll  go  to  the  warehouse.  I'll  show  you  around
Greenford tomorrow morning.'
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SOPHIE'S HOME, COCKFOSTERS

Mum's taxi wasn't there when Sophie got back. She must be having a good night at work, good
for her.
 Sophie tried calling Fifi again, still to answerphone. She knew she'd been avoiding Martin, for
whatever drama it was this time, but why not answer her calls? Unless whatever it was had
escalated and Fifi was off fighting her battles and had forgotten about her, it wouldn't have
been the first time.
 After a brief wander around Arnos Grove station Sophie concluded that she wouldn't get any
answers from there either. Maybe she should just let it go? Maybe it was just a reaction to
having been kidnapped earlier that day; she should sleep on it.

VOICEMAIL

'Every member of our tribe has been requested to see the King tomorrow afternoon at three
o'clock for his continuing investigation of the Oxford Circus event last week. Attendance is
mandatory but I want to speak with you all beforehand. You will all meet me at one o'clock
that afternoon at Euston mainline station, we've been promised the Northerners will leave us
alone. This is not a excuse not to be raiding after rush hour. As per usual all other Players will
not be able to raid our line for the duration of our meeting with the King.'

THE WAREHOUSE, PERIVALE

The warehouse looked like it was the home of a half hearted mechanic, several cars or parts of
cars filled the main space. A door at the back led to a few offices and it was in one of these that
Neil brought Rhys, placing his bags on the floor. He pointed to a sofa in the corner, one of the
few items in the room.
 'That's a sofa bed. There's a spare duvet in a cupboard somewhere.'
 'Thanks.' Rhys put the luggage he was carrying down. 'Can I ask a question?'
 'Feel free. I can't promise an answer though.'
 'Alex said the Central Tribe was a bunch of savages, that was my main reason for being a little
alarmed that the fob was for a station on this line... but you seem... nice.'
 Neil laughed then looked serious. 'Yeah. I'd not put too much trust in what one tribe tells you
about another. Remember we're all rivals.'
 'But the incident on the line last week...'
 'The runaway train? Yeah I can see the Victorians would try and paint us out to be the bad
guys with that one. There's a bit of a history between the two tribes I gather. As I said I've only
been doing this a few years so there's a lot I don't know, but I do know something happened a
while back and the Victorians didn't forget about it.'
 'I've only got your word for it, that you're not behind the incident...'
 Neil shrugged. 'Think about it logically, who benefits and who loses out because of it? We had
our line shut for days for everything to be examined to make sure it was safe. That's a lack of
income for us, even with the raids, we're the Central Line, we make a fortune from the siphons.
But being closed for a few days, passengers being put off for longer... No we'd not sabotage
ourselves we've nothing to gain. Another tribe however...'
 Rhys thought about it, this was obviously a world of untruth and he remembered his previous
conclusion not to trust anyone, but that did make sense. 'So who do you think did it?'
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 Neil let out a sigh. 'I can't say for certain, but I do know that getting Greenford instead of
Seven Sisters means you dodged a bullet.'

VOICEMAIL

'This is a message from the Metropolitan Chief to the whole tribe. The King has informed me
that in his ongoing investigation of the events at Oxford Circus last week he does not suspect
any of our tribe to be have been involved and we are free to carry on as normal. I would
personally suggest that we are still  extra careful and remain vigilant to unusual activity. A
event like this is not just a small disruption to a tribe's income but is noticed in the real world
at all levels. We do not want to be dragged into whatever this may lead to.' 

THE WAREHOUSE, PERIVALE

It was somewhat surprising that after Neil had helped Rhys set up the room that he didn't
disappear.
 'I'd suggest we get to Greenford early tomorrow. The other tribes still  think it's empty so
maybe will be trying to raid as an easy option. If you're in the siphon room guarding it you can
retain the day's takings and the others will see it's now held. Plus the Chief will expect you pull
your weight, especially as you are getting a payday without having done any work for the tribe
until now. You're going to have to get some Guardians, I guess you'll have to wait until after
payday. Looks like you will be like Old Joe until then.'
 'That makes sense,' Rhys found himself saying. It had been a long day and he wanted it to be
over. He just needed to sleep. 'What happens in the morning? Will I meet you at your station?'
 Neil shook his head. 'No. I live here too. I've a room just down the corridor. It's a long story.'
He nodded. 'I'll leave you to it. Maybe we leave at six? I want to be guarding Perivale just after
for the rush hour. That's when most raids take place. To be honest with you I can get Old Joe's
point. I'm a bit fed up of raiding I'd rather just stay at home.' He opened the door. 'I'll leave you
to it.'

GREENFORD PLATFORM

There was a  heavy mist  in  the  air  as  well  as  chill.  Rhys  wished he'd  had his  jumper,  but
remembered its fate.
 On leaving the warehouse they had walked to Perivale station to take the one stop to what he
had to now start thinking of as his station. It was a very strange feeling. He'd never been round
this way before, he'd known that this was one of the stations that wasn't actually under the
ground, but it surprised him that the track was raised above. From the platform he had to
climb down to ground level.
 'Does someone tell the staff to... I don't know, ignore me?' he asked Neil as they descended; at
present they were the only people about.
 'The Chief looks after all that. But I think most TFL staff don't know about the Game. I think
they might be told different things depending on the station, whatever's relevant. Either way
they don't get involved and you can come and go as you please.'
 Neil looked around the inside of the building, it was small and Rhys wondered how he was
going to remain sane guarding his small room, wherever it was, for the next few days.
 'I thought it was down here.' Neil wondered about for a moment. 'Maybe not. Sorry. Let's try
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back up on the platform.'
 Turning round they climbed back up the escalator and started looking along the platform for
anywhere that could hold a siphon.
 'Found it,' called out Neil after a short while.
 Rhys wandered down to the far end of the platform where Neil was standing.
 'Not good news I'm afraid. It's basically a cupboard. I need to give you these.' Neil handed over
a tool like the one he'd seen Alex use in the raid on Edgware Road and a key to the cupboard.
 'Yeah that's not good is it? There's just about enough room to stand in there with it.'
 They both inspected the siphon. 'Sorry to break it to you but the next few days are you sitting
up here looking at that until midnight. You'll have to then get back to the warehouse and be
out here early next morning. I don't envy you... sorry.'
 'Well there is a bench there,' Rhys pointed to further along. 'It's only for two days. I guess for
the coming pay it'll be worth it.'
 'Rather you than me though. But at least you're not a Trog.'
 'A trog?'
 'Troglodyte. That's a holder of a station that is actually underground. Personally I wouldn't
want one. You've got the fresh air, natural light, signal and you can see more than tunnels. And
you don't have to live with mosquitoes. You're far better off with Greenford then Seven Sisters
believe me.' He turned to look over the far edge of the bridge they were on at the scene below.
'I'll come and bring you some food and company later. But you're right it's only for two days.
We've all got to start somewhere right?'

LANCASTER GATE CONTROL ROOM

Sophie quite liked early shifts. She wasn't bad at getting up and enjoyed travelling through
London when there were few people about. It also meant that she had the afternoon to herself
to potter about the city as she pleased.
 As it was she was still on training so her schedule was matched to Bernice's. Over the few
days they had been working together, since she'd returned from her holiday, Sophie had got to
know her better and although she was still straightforward she wasn't as scary as she feared.
She'd even left a couple of boxes of some things she'd brought back from holiday in corner of
the room, apparently waiting for someone to come and collect them. Sophie doubted she'd be
allowed to leave her junk in the office, but no one seemed to want to complain to Bernice
about it.
 'Presents for my nephew. He asked me to get some things. I didn't realise the forms I'd have to
fill in for them, but I said Japan and his mind went to one place. I'm not waiting at home for
him, he can just come here for them.'
 The morning was going slow and Sophie found her mind drifting.
 'You seem distracted. Can you please pay a bit more attention? This is important.' Bernice
pointed to the display she was currently explaining.
 'Sorry.' Sophie forced her attention back to what was happening.
 'If  you are on the early shift  you shouldn't  be up late the night before it  will  affect  your
performance and put the passengers at risk.'
 'It's not that. Sorry.'
 Bernice let out a sigh. 'So what is distracting you?'
 'Just a friend who isn't getting back to me.'
 'Well please leave your personal issues at home.'
 'Mmm,' it wasn't worth it. She didn't know why she then said it,  but found herself saying,
'You've worked here a long time. Are there any myths about the Underground?'
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 Bernice rolled her eyes. 'What like haunted stations? There's no such thing as ghosts if that's
what you're worried about.'
 'No not like that. I mean, I don't know, things hidden.' 
 'We all hide things, it's best not to go digging too deep.'
 'No I mean just stuff from history.'
 'Oh, well it's the oldest Underground in the world, history will have left its marks. If your
interested in that kind of thing I suggest in your free time you get a book. Or if you must speak
to Malcolm in the manager's office. He's been here the longest and bores everyone with his
stories. Now can we please get back to this?'

GREENFORD PLATFORM

Rhys was bored, it'd only been a few hours, however the weather had warmed up and he no
longer  had  to  hug himself  to  keep warm.  Fortunately  the  little  shop downstairs  sold  hot
drinks, but even then he was nervous about leaving his position.
 Passengers came and went, none paid him the slightest attention, off to work, to the shops or
whatever their business might be. He was just a person sat on a bench not getting on the
various trains that pulled up either side of him.
The rush hour had been frantic, people pushing and shoving to get onboard before it departed
and then it quietened down, now only the odd person appeared.
 His phone indicated it had received a text message.
 “The Victorian Tribe will be in an audience with the King from three o'clock today. From two
o'clock until six o'clock their siphons will not accept tokens.”
 Who had sent that? He can't imagine it was the King himself, was it his new Chieftain? Did the
Chief have staff as well?
 Ten per cent from all passengers, was that really enough to fund all this?
 Just out of the corner of his eye a woman appeared at the top of the stairs at the far end of the
platform. She was tall and tough looking. Dressed in a long black coat she had an old fashioned
collar round her neck, like they wore in Jacobean times. Hey this was London, people wore
what they wanted and didn't care.
 She  made  her  way  along  the  platform  not  really  paying  attention  to  the  displays  of
forthcoming trains. She was on a mission, she was focused.
 It was the fact that she didn't break her journey that first alerted him. Then he noticed her
stare, her focus, it was at the small box at the end of the platform, his box.
 His heart started beating faster, this was it, she was a Player. What did he do? How nasty
would this get?
 Nervously he rose, his heart now thumping inside of him.
 She ignored him as she got closer. He turned to face her, blocking her approach to the siphon
room.
 She went to push him out the way, but then stopped, an idea occurring to her.
 'That's right,' he needed to sound confident. She would guess he was new, she would assume
he would be easy to deal with. He needed to not just get rid of her, but send a message. This
was his station now, it was defended.
 The woman held his gaze for a moment, he was not going to be the first to break it.
 'Not so easy now,' he said, hoping his voice was as strong as he heard it.
 'You new? Just come from seeing the King?'
 Don't answer, don't engage.
 'Go back.'
 'Not likely. We rush to be the first to get here. I win most times, it's easy. Take Greenford and I
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can have the rest of the day off.'
 'Well you all need a new routine.'
 'Says some jumped up newbie Central?'
 'No the whole Central Tribe.' Instinct told him to step back and actually block the door, but
logic told him that would send the wrong message, a defensive one. He stepped forward.
 She broke the staring match and flicked her attention to the siphon room behind him. Do not
turn and look at it.
 She took a faltering step forward herself, but he could tell she wasn't afraid of him, simply
annoyed her easy option had been taken from her. He raised his eyebrows. She stopped.
 'Go and find another station. Seven Sisters is still free. Change your routine.'
 Just as he said that he noticed behind her that a couple of men had arrived at the top of the
escalators deep in conversation. She didn't know he didn't have Guardians yet. Deliberately he
flicked his attention at them and pretended he hadn't meant to.
 She turned her head and then tried to make out she hadn't, but it was clear she'd got the
impression he had intended to give.
 She took a step backwards, went to say something but changed her mind and with as much
dignity as she could muster she turned and walked away to the exit.
 His advantage was she hadn't been expecting this, that might hold for the next few but word
would get and then Players would be prepared.

LANCASTER GATE MANAGER'S OFFICE

Despite  telling  herself  she  was  being  crazy,  after  she  had  finished  her  shift  Sophie  found
herself knocking on the manager's office door. She had seen Malcolm about, especially since all
the investigations with the incident meant she had been called up here several times, however
she had never had much reason to talk to him, to be honest she didn't really know what he did.
 'Come in.'
 As she entered she spotted him at his desk in the corner surfing the internet. When he saw
she was looking at him he quickly changed the screen to a spreadsheet.
 'It's ok,' Sophie laughed.
 'I'm afraid he's out.' Malcolm pointed to the inner office.
 'No it's you I wanted to speak to actually.'
 'Oh?'
 'I'm Sophie.'
 'Yes our new Controller. Congratulations.'
 'Thanks.'
 'How's it all going?'
 'Well it wasn't a great first week.'
 'No I can imagine.' He swivelled his chair to face her. 'So what can I do for you?'
 Once again it seemed a bit of a strange thing to ask but she was here now. 'I was wondering
about the history of the tube. Bernice said I should come and talk to you.'
 'A historian?'
 'Something like that.'
 'Anything specific or just general history?'
 'It's a bit weird...'
 'Weird can be good.'
 Sophie  felt  at  ease.  'I  heard  some  rumours  about  a  treasure  hidden  somewhere  on  the
Underground and just wondered what it was about.'
 'A  treasure?  There's  many  a  rumour.  There  are  rats  but  you're  not  always  whatever  the
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current distance is away from one. During the war the British Museum stored some of their
artefacts down here, but a treasure? Who have you been talking to?'
 'Just something I overheard on a train, on the Piccadilly Line. I just thought it was interesting.
Something about it being a prize in some game or something.'
 'Right. I can tell you about the plague pit under Aldgate Station, over a thousand people were
buried there. I can tell you about the River Westbourne and other hidden rivers, but I don't
know of any treasure.'
 'Oh ok.' Sophie paused. 'Thanks anyway.' She turned to go.
 'But I can understand you asking. I mean what have you got to lose?'
 Sophie thought of her kidnapping. 'Thanks anyway.'
 'No problem.'
 Leaving the office she thought back to her ordeal. She had actually been kidnapped. It seemed
strange she was so calm about it now, maybe the idea of treasure had distracted her, but being
asked what had she got to lose and remembering there were people out there who were
prepared to kidnap someone... until now she only thought it as proof there must be something
to it all, now it seemed a serious indication it could be dangerous.
 Fifi hadn't responded to her calls. She'd not heard from her since she'd told her to meet at the
passimeter at Arnos Grove, the very place she had been kidnapped from. It was a worrying
thought, had she got her friend into trouble?
 Quickly she made her way down to the westward platform and boarded a train for Perivale.

PHONE CONVERSATION

The King: What exactly did she say?

Malcolm: She was asking about treasure on the Underground.

The King: Who told her?

Malcolm: She said she'd overheard it on the Piccadilly Line, that it was a prize in “some game”.
I just dismissed it all.

The King: Good. I suppose there is nothing we can do, but keep an eye on it. On her. The irony
of her also achieving Amersham on mass would be a disaster.

THE WAREHOUSE, PERIVALE

She should have called the police, she should have got back up, she should never have come by
herself: regardless of all the good advice going through her head, now it was too late, Sophie
found herself back at the warehouse she had been held captive in only a day previously.
 There was no one about, the white van was not their either. She made her way to the door she
had exited from and tried the handle. Of course it was locked. She followed the side of the
building to see if there were any other entry points. Assuming Fifi was inside she might be
alone so now was a good opportunity to get in there.
 Just round the corner was a high up window, she sized it  up.  If  she could open it  it  was
possible for her to squeeze through. She looked around her. There were some bricks and rocks
just further on and an old plastic crate that she hoped would support her weight.
 She pulled the crate to under the window and climbed on, it was just about big enough to
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allow her to break the glass with the half brick she had. She waited to see if  there was a
reaction or alarm, there was not. Being careful not to cut herself she felt for the leaver to open
the window fully and when it was she pulled herself through.
 Inside, just below the window, was a counter with a couple of sinks in it and a couple of
cubicles, this must have been the staff toilets when it had been used for business.
 Climbing down Sophie brushed herself down and exited the bathroom. Was Fifi being held
here too?

PHONE CONVERSATION

Metropolitan Chieftain:  So you have finally been summoned.  I  think you must know what
we're all thinking.

Victorian Chieftain: It took him enough time to discount you. But he's just being methodical. I
trust him implicitly. He knows what he's doing.

Metropolitan Chieftain: You keep telling yourself that. What are you expecting? Sanctions? Full
replacements? Revelations? Something more painful? Me'ne Me'ne Te'kel Par'sin.

Victorian Chieftain: And when did tautening me ever achieve anything good for you?

Metropolitan  Chieftain:  It  breaks  the  boredom.  Running  a  tribe  that  has  so  many  shared
interests must be hard, personally I'd have never gone for it, but you always loved power. Still
trying to impress him? With your firm hand to force a loyalty from the Nexus Holders. They
must be devoted to you the way that you were to him? And yet what is this I hear, plots and
mutiny in the ranks?

Victorian Chieftain: There is no mutiny.

Metropolitan Chieftain: Well of course you would say that. Hiding it? Or you really don't know
and the hand is slipping? I kind of hope it's the second option. Either way it entertains me a
little keeping up with it all. You've heard the latest I take it?

Victorian Chieftain: I doubt it. What have you made up this time?

Metropolitan Chieftain: This one's true. One of the Jubilees overheard him say he's trying to
make the monarchy hereditary. Just telling you so that after all this time kowtowing to him you
won't be upset when he doesn't name you as the next in line.

Victorian Chieftain: I'm not going to rise to react to that lie. Honestly did you think something
as weak as that would work on me? He doesn't have any children.

Metropolitan Chieftain: That we know of.

ALPERTON

Try as he might Neil couldn't work up the effort to raid the station. He'd chosen one near home
as he couldn't be bothered going too far either. He didn't think the Chief would let him get
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away with smaller suburban stations too much after so many days inactivity.
 It had seemed such a good opportunity when he had first discovered the token in an old car
he'd bought cheap to fix up.
 Born and brought up in Watford he'd studied mechanics. He loved the workings of cars, of
engines. He'd always wanted his own business repairing and rebuilding them. The token had
been a mechanism of itself, he'd wanted to take it apart but the messages on it intrigued him.
It was with some pride he'd worked out what it meant and for a laugh went to see if he'd been
correct. One thing led to another and as the Game had been explained to him he saw funding
for his own garage. He'd only have to play for a couple of years. Earn the money, go on a few
raids a day, get a nearby garage set up so he could practice, study and refine his craft in his free
time. Then he could retire and do his thing... until he realised there was no way out. It seemed
you only found out that fact when you tried to leave. He felt a moment's empathy for Rhys
until he realised he was in no better situation.
 Forcing himself to go into the station, telling himself about the money he'd get tomorrow
(although the money no longer mattered at this point), he made his way to the siphon, in a
small room hidden in the back of the large street level building.
 He was half hearted, that was his problem, the Guardian could tell. He'd also been lazy, it had
only been just over a week since he had last raided Alperton.
 He was easily spotted. The man who'd been sat on the pavement at the front of the station
begging was following him. He tried to find a group of people to blend in with, he couldn't;
instead he felt a tap on his shoulder.
 'Have you got any spare cash?'
 Neil felt in his pocket, if he actually gave him some money it might literally buy him some
time. His pockets were empty.
 'Sorry no.'
 The man stayed where he was. 'With no money how are you going to get the train?'
 Neil thought it better not to reply.
 'I think you'd better walk, or get a bus.' As he said this the man raised his hand and rubbed his
knuckles.
 Neil couldn't be bothered. The Guardian guessed there was nothing on his token worth taking
so was letting him go. Neil just nodded and walked back off the platform and back out on to
the street. If he really had to he'd go to Gunnersbury later, Players rarely went there, it was too
close to the south side.

GREENFORD PLATFORM

There had been two further raiding attempts and Rhys was quite proud of himself that he had
managed to thwart both of them; he felt his confidence growing all the time. One had a collar
just like the woman who first tried had worn, did that mean something?
 Now he was back on the bench bored once again. He'd guess that those who hadn't tried
would still think it was an easy raid and there would be no point by now as someone else
would have beaten them to it. He didn't expect any activity until after the evening rush hour,
that seemed a long way off, midnight even more so. Surely he could go for a bit of a walk, get
some lunch? Breakfast in the warehouse was so long ago.
 He tried fighting it but knew the inevitable, at some point he would give in, abandon his post
and explore the locality, he knew nothing of the area.
 A group of three men appeared at the top of the stairs. Purposeful. Businessmen? They were
well dressed. But something made Rhys uneasy, if this was a raid he had no idea how to deal
with three of them.
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 He tried to blend in. Maybe he was wrong, maybe they just wanted a train. But no they were
clearly approaching him. The shorter man at the front seemed to be the leader, probably he
was the Player, the others? Guardians who came with him? To an empty station? Or had word
of his residence got out by now? Even then three against a new Player? That seemed harsh
even by the standards of this game.
 'Rhys?' the man stood in front of him.
 The sound of his name put him on edge but there seemed no benefit from denying it. 'Yes.'
 'I hear you were nearly mine.'
 'Sorry?' Rhys looked up at the man and tried not to feel small.
 'Stand up when you are talking to me.'
 Hating himself Rhys found he rose before he could think about it; his new confidence now not
even a memory.
 'I want to know how much of a threat you are to me,' the man continued. 'Are you happy being
a Central? It's too late, but now I see you I think you are not Victorian material, intimidated
and fearful.'
 'Who are you?'
 'Try asking that like a man.'
 'And yet you think you will need three of you to impress me? Or is my reputation that good
already?' Rhys had to admit he was pleased with that. To underline it he sat back down. They
weren't here to raid, they would have done it by now and be gone. They wanted to talk to him.
 'Oh he has some bite.' The man smiled. 'I've brought these two to look after your siphon whilst
we go and talk. No one will raid whilst they are here, in fact you're better off.'
 The man nodded to the other two who went and stood outside the siphon room, in as a
conspicuous manner as was possible.
 'Right, now there is some information I will get from you.'
 

THE WAREHOUSE, PERIVALE

Neil remembered he'd promised Rhys he'd bring him some food. He wondered how he was
getting on. He must be going out of his mind with tedium.
 Pulling up outside the warehouse he got out of his van. He'd take the train up to Greenford,
have lunch with Rhys then take the Central Line to one of the Actons so he could get the
overground to Gunnersbury. It was better than trying to find a parking space.
 As he closed the van door he noticed the broken window. Immediately alert he stopped to
listen, but there was no sound coming from inside.
 Unlocking the warehouse door he let himself in as quietly as he could.
 The warehouse was empty, but clearly trying to hide behind the partitioned area was the
woman from yesterday.
 Both of them tensed.
 Had she broken her word and gone to the police? 'What do you want?' he asked.
 'I'm looking for my friend.' She sounded nervous.
 'What?'
 'Is she here?'
 'What?'
 'I can't contact her, the last place I know she was was at Arnos Grove where you kidnapped
me. Have you done the same with her?'
 Neil looked around him. Was she serious? 'You can see there's no one else here. Look sorry for
yesterday. But as we said we'll leave you alone if you leave us alone. I don't see you doing that.'
 It was like the strings holding her up had gone slack. 'Yeah I can see that she's not here. I just
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had to check though.'
 'Look if she'd gone missing it's nothing to do with us. You can go to the police on that one.'
 This was an annoyance, he'd managed to work up the effort to do something. Now this was
going delay him, already he felt that effort subsiding.
 'She's not answering her calls, no one has heard from her. I think it's all my fault. I sent her to
Arnos Grove looking for the treasure.'
 Annoyance turned to dread. 'You did what?'
 'Well you said there might be treasure. I got curious about the passimeter you were looking at
and wanted to investigate myself,  only I  didn't  want to do it  alone as...  well  last time you
kidnapped me.'
 He couldn't believe she'd done this. He couldn't believe he'd been so careless.

GREENFORD

The man had indicated that  Rhys should follow him,  but also that  he didn't  really have a
choice. For some reason he found he believed the man when he said that the Guardians would
do his job for him whilst he was gone.
 It wasn't until they were under the bridge and walking down the industrial road that the
Victorian Chieftain spoke. 'I want to know why Alex was so intent on getting you into Seven
Sisters.'
 'Maybe because he has plans and needed to buy the support.  Are you looking over your
shoulder? Is that why you've come to see me?'
 'Only a foolish man would not ascertain potential threats, especially if they are from within.'
 'You should write a book of your wisdom.'
 'There are things a loyal member knows about his tribe that he doesn't share. I have people
watching. Alex invested in you.'
 'Did he spill?' Rhys stopped to think. 'To be honest if he did I wouldn't remember. The last few
days have been such a blur.'
 The man nodded. 'You have an honesty to you, I wonder how long until you become like us. Its
not often I say this but I may have been wrong. I think if you had joined us we could have made
something of you after all. Nothing important.'
 'Well  I'm sorry  I'm taken.'  Rhys  waited for  a  response but  there  was none.  'So  I  have  a
question for you,' he continued. 'Why was Alex so convinced the token was for Seven Sisters?
Why would someone engineer a swap? He was so paranoid by it all he got to me too, but the
more I think about it it seems more a mistake on his part. But even that doesn't make sense.
He said that when the previous owner retired from the Game over holding two tokens he
mistakenly sold the Victorian one to the junk shop. What really happened?'
 The Victorian Chieftain paused as if to decide whether to continue the conversation. 'Alex has
always been a little too hasty, he always had his own agendas. I wouldn't have chosen him but
since the token he found was Highbury And Islington I have little choice. He is very loyal to the
tribe I'll give him that, just in a different way to the others.'
 'The other station was Greenford wasn't it? The one the shop actually had. You're the chief so
you must have known that when he gave you back his remaining token it was for Seven Sisters.
So why did Alex tell me that Leo had sold the wrong one? Option one; Alex knew I was never
going to hold Seven Sisters and this is some weird plan of his. Option two: everything he said
was true, so is someone else behind the exchange? Who and why? Or option three, there is
something buried in your tribe's past and Alex believed what he said but someone has been
lying to him. Or maybe no one actually did check the token the former owner returned, just
claimed it as the proof they needed to get rid of Leo for their own reasons. Who even said they
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saw him sell the token anyway?'
 The Victorian Chief looked surprised, 'Is this some kind of long and rambling threat?'
 Rhys shook his head. 'Alex helped me, despite the fact he had his own reasons. It's his choice if
he decided to abandon me for it not working out the way he intended, but I still  owe him
something. He seemed genuinely surprised and upset. I think that other Player was the only
friend Alex had. His wife left him, he doesn't talk of any other family. He may be planning a
coup, I  don't know, I don't care, but I think he really thought he'd managed to replace his
friend. You came here to see if Alex had let slip any of your tribe's secrets in haste. Just by
looking at  you,  despite you trying to keep your hard image,  this  was an angle you hadn't
considered. I've been sat on a bench all morning, I've had time to think. I don't want to be a
pawn in your tribe's infighting but I'm also new to all this so I haven't built up a prejudice
against other tribes yet; so whilst I'm still  naive and innocent to it all,  I  think you need to
investigate more in your tribe than just one man's rash attempts at solving his loneliness.'
 The man waited for a moment. 'I think you've enough to be getting on without digging around
a tribe you have no connection with. We should be getting back.' He turned and strode off in
the direction they had come.
 Rhys had to run after him but he didn't stop, the conversation had ended.
 As he made it up the escalators to the platform he saw the Victorian Chief speaking to the two
Guardians. It was then he looked up waited for Rhys to catch up.
 'Well thank you for our chat. But now we should be going.'
 The other two men came to life.
 'Oh I almost forgot.' The Victorian Chief turned to them. 'Make sure he doesn't move from that
spot.' With that he marched to the siphon room and connected his token. 'I'd expect losing
your first morning's takings whilst you are on site isn't the best way to impress your new
chief,' he laughed.

PHONE CONVERSATION

Metropolitan Chieftain: He'll  close down the Game on the Victoria Line until  he's replaced
them all. There is no way he will allow them to get away with it.

Northern Chieftain: Just as well. He should abandon it from the Game, too many nexus stations
anyway. Something like this was only a matter of time.

Metropolitan Chieftain: On top of that I heard they messed up over some new Player. It's not
going well for them. You'd wonder what their Guardians make of it all, if they even bother to
talk to them. Incidently how goes your tribe's ongoing issues?

Northern Chieftain: About the same as yours.

THE PALACE

The King stood in front of the assembled Victorians in the Throne Room and waited for the
clock to strike three. When it did he started speaking, wandering back and forth in front of the
rows of benches before him.
 'I know most of you have been here before for other tribes as nexus holders, but today you are
Victorians.  It's  a  very serious thing to endanger GeeYous.  I  don't  have to remind you that
although the Government of this country have no say in what we do amongst ourselves they
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will feel under pressure from public outcry if they are not seen to be doing something. The
public do not see a difference between us and real threats to them and the powers that be will
be aware of this.
 'I have carefully examined the events over the past days and the culprits must be dealt with, in
our own way.
 'I have to be thorough. Of course you are the number one suspects. You hold grudges against
the Centrals. The train was stopped at Oxford Circus, your only nexus with the Central Line so
it added to your profits for that station. Most of you hold other lines so a temporary closure of
Victoria from the Game as a sanction will not hurt you.
 'I've spoken to TFL... Someone had tampered with that specific train so no driver was needed,
the DLR do it, so why not? But it was obvious. The Driver was found unconscious at Ealing
Broadway,  he'd  never  boarded  the  train.  It  seems  the  culprits  then  drove  the  train  until
Queensway, a station that no one is really going to check, and then alighted as if they were a
passenger, leaving the train with its preprogrammed instructions to carry on.'
 'Personally I'm surprised no one has tried this before. Just because it was preprogrammed not
to crash doesn't  mean the GeeYous or anyone else knew that.  I  guessed all  this  but that's
because I know what I'd have done to the culprits if there had been any fatalities and they
would be thinking the same.' 
 He stood still for a moment. 'The fact is you are the obvious candidates for doing this, it made
me wonder why you would.  So  I  looked into  where you all  were.  I  checked  your  raiding
transfers. I got people to watch hours of CCTV.' He waited, he had their attention. 'There is no
evidence supporting it was any of you. I don't know if any of you were aware it was being
planned, but you are free to go. As far as I am concerned this was not caused by Victorian
Players.'
 A general mummer started to grow in the room. The King held up his hand to quieten them. 'I
will  continue the  investigation and I  will  find out who was behind this  and there will  be
justice. You may go.'
 The King watched as the Victorians started to leave.
 The Chief quietly sidled up to the King as the others departed. 'Thank you. It's good to know
we have someone who we can rely on to look after us. Long live the King, eh?'
 The King didn't move. 'If you say so.'
 The Victorian Chief waited a little longer, but with no further response he turned and followed
his tribe out.
 Stood alone in the Throne Room the King stuck out his bottom lip,  deep in thought.  The
telephone rang. He picked up the receiver.
 'Another one? Who are they?' he paused to listen to the answer. 'Ok show them in. I've time.'
 He waited and the double doors at the end of room opened. Stepping inside was a young
woman.
 The King smiled as she approached him. 'Hello Fifi. Welcome to the Game.'
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